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FLIGHT ANI)AJ ANALYSIS OF

WItiIC?EGOVERN IT.*

By

J-J. Hopf

1. ‘17necause of vezy many Mishaps in aviation is so-called

“stalled flight.!! By this is understood the phenomenon when,

in steep climbing or in sharp cruwes, in short, in all kinds of

maneuvers at low speed.,a condition occurs in which the pilot

loses control of his airplane.

time and more room is required

to recover control, but i-nthe

In less serious cases, a longez

than in ordinary flying in.order

more serious cases the elevatox

oz the rudder fails to t~orkaiidthe airplane falls. Usually an

involuntary pitching flight tales place suggestive of the fall–

irigof a dry leaf. It is known that low speed is the essential

cause of this dangerous coilditionand-that it does not occur if

the speed is not allowed to fall below a certain limit, which

naturally differs for -differentairplanes, Hence, the oft-repeat-

ed instructions to carry an air-speed instrumei~ton every flight

and not? as was fozmerly customary, to trust alone to the r.p.n.

for judging the speed. The condition of tineengine alone d-oes

not assure the safety of flight.

2. It was early recognized that the phenomena ii~stalled

flight were not connected with the pitching moments on the air-

plane and therefore not with what is termed static stability a:nd
*Taken from Beric~lteund AbhandZungen der Wissenschaftliehe-n

Gesellschaft fur Luftfahrt, Sept., 1920, pp. 72-80.
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instability, but with the peculiar relations cf the lift at in-

creasing angles of attack. The lift does not continue to in-

mease indefinitely with the angle of attack (as the resistance

does), but diminishes a,~ainafter passing a certain-maximum,

This maxinum angle of attack lies between 15° and 20°, not much
.

different from that needed in ordinary flight. For tineexp~na- ~

tion of stalled flight, me come then to %he following conclus-

ions. It the angle of attack is increased.,the resistance also ~

increases, SO 10?lgas tYif3 lift also imreases with the increas-

ing angle of attack$ it can sw~port the wigfi.t,but if the lift

does not inczease ccrrespond,ingly,tke-nthe meight becaaes great-

This conclus--:-er than the lift anclthe airp2ane loses altitude.

ion can be stated exactly with the aid of Penaud powex diagrams

(Painleve, La !?ech~~iquefleronautique1, p.E!j.

For conditions of unaccelera-tedflight it is customary to

plot the drag fozce, W, which uust be overcome by the thrust of ;

the propeUe2, agair-sit%:evelocity. The ~eight of the airplane

is kalan;ca ly *3C lift if +?LZa@Le of attack is properly ad-

justed. if the propeller thrust, S, is aiso plotted against the ~

speed as in Fig, 1, the intersections of the two curves denote

the limiting speeds in horizontal fright end the vertical dis-

tance between the curves is a measure of the clizfoingability of

the airplane. This method is so 17s11 known that no further ex- ~

planation should ‘oenecessary. As we pass from the condition of 1

equilibrium I alor~gthe W curve to higher sFeeds, the re- ~
i
1
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quixed resistance becomes

th~rustand the speed i~ist

reached. In an analcgous

greater than the actual propeller

diminish until point I is again

manner, it must increase> when the

speed is lower than that corresponding to point I. Thus the

condition of equilibrium I is shown to be stable and it may be

shown in the same manner that the condition of equilibrium 11

for a lower speed is unstable. This process cf reasoning does

it ‘wouldapplyj if, in such anot apply to ‘stalledflight. .

flight, the path of the airplane should always nain%ai%sWe same

iiiclination,especially if it should remain constantlj~horizon-

tal. In no case, however, is this to be assumed. The conclus+.

ions drawn from Fig. 2 for the conditions of equilib~ium are free

from objections} as, foz example, the determination of the steep-

eSt clinb fro~~the point where tke difference between the ordi-

nates of the two curves is greatest. It is therefore correct

that, with large angles of attack belonging to lower speeds than

v, an aizpk.riecza.nnot clilnbso steeply as with the angle of

attack belonging to v and that an airplane, which is forced by

a strong pull into a condition of equilibri-i with such an angle

of attack, climbs less s-teeqpiy.The so-calied reversal of the

steering effect here becomes noticeable. Such flights are not

howevez at all d-angerousand should not be designated as stalled

fltg’’h%s,At greater heights the pilot rill not perceive any way

that he is fljringat a iouer s~>eed,and consequently greater an-

gle of attack, thaa coz~espon.dsto the steepest climb. There “is

-...
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no question of lack of steering a-iility. Hence stalled flight

and flight tit~.reversed steering effect are to be sha.~ly dis-

tiqzyishedi.fmm each other. ~~e fact will be considered below

that the reversal of the steering effect, insofar as it does

no$ depend

fluence of

3. In

on continuous effect> but only an the momentary i.n-

the elevatcr, is not included in the above exposition.

order to understand the relations in stalled flight,

we must therefore not only bear in rriindthe conditions of eq@-

libziwm and such statia stability considerations,but also the

ageelerated flight and Yne disturbed equi.iibrium. There fizst

presents itself the method of the

tions of stability, the uethoriof

also assume this method as knownj

customary dynaiiicconsideza-

Ex&ll Oscil.laticlm. I can

since it =as explained in de-

tail at a recent session of tke W.G.L. (17issenschaftliche Gesell-

sch.aftfur Lut”tfahzt) hy Kaman’ SWid Tzefftz. I vill only take

up here

Fo~ the

without

both of

the effec% of these considerations on stalled flight.

stability of lcmgitudinal r.otions(-t:hatis, moticns

curves) there are two q,untities of decisive impOr%enOeJ

which play a fundamental Cole in the balancing of rota-

-—.- . . .. . .. .. .--— . ....... .. . . . . ......-.’- . .,,
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have shown that without static stability an airplane can not Y.ave

dynaiiicstability and that even with static stability an air-

plane may be (iyn&ifiiCallyunsta%le, if the damping is not gzeat

enough. Said authors caicv,latednumerically only the zelations

for a practicable angle.of attack, wtiichmay be sui%b’le for the

steepest fli@.t~ and represented the result on a diagram in which,

the static stability is shown by the ordinates and the damping

by the abscissas.. In Fig. 2, G stands for weight, J for inoti-

e-n%of inertia> F fox wing susface of airplane, M fox toz-

sion moment of the air forces on tY.e%hoie airplane, ~M ?. fo2.
tozsion moment on tiaetail unit a~one, y for ~he’specific weight

of’

‘H

of

the air, u for the angle of attack, q for dynamic pressure,

the Mstan.ee of the tail surface f’romthe,center of gravity

the airplane. Curre I separates the stable from the unstable

field. Airplanes, whose static stability and dampir.gfall in the

field inclosed b37 Curve I and the ordinate are unstable in spite

of posiiive stat~c stability, while the other values of the

dzawn quadrants give stable airplanes. Nega,tivedamping has no

meaning, Negative s%atj-cstability leatisconstaiitlyto insta-

bility. It is now of”interest for our problem, as to how Curve

I is changed, if we take other angles of attack, especially

those in,the vicinity of th-ewlaximumlift, as the basis of our

calculation. curve I ‘h.igesout uith increasing angle of attack.

l?oza value still lying below the maximum lif% (but whose mo~e

accurate expression he~e would lead us too far), it contains an

. >,,R------ .: .,.: . . . . . . ..+ .>---- .—,-. --—-—,.—. . . . . .
-.>.-. : : = --- ---~ .- ,.. ,
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infinitely distant point~ that is, there is a value of positive

static stability, at which no damping sw~fices f’or‘dynamicsta-

bility. At a somewhat higher value, the lower branch of this

curve coincides with the abscissas so that with a smaller or only

moderate static stability no dynamic ‘stabilityis longer possible

and only with gzeatez static stability is there another field of

dynamic stability. Thereby it is of iat~zest that the static .

stability must’inc~ease with the damping, So far as X can judge

{

)

I

I

the nwierMal values, they would seeiimozeover to give stability

in this field for a normal airplane. In these calculations there,,
remains r,uchthat is physically unsatisfactory. The determina-

tion of the stability OT instability still gives no explanation

of the actual pzocesses. Even if instability could be determined

numerically for a large ~~g~e of ~~~a&> i% ro-ild not sake clear
.

the dangezs of stalled flight. If a condition of equilibrium is

unstable, it will not be actue,llyattained, It tvillonly be pOS-

sible to maintain a sort of balance with the aid of steering de-

v$.Cesin its tiicinity. To*wardevery motion of the elevazor, the

condition OZ the airplane in this position will be esjjecially

sensitive, not insensiiive~ as ex~erience with the co~dition of

stalled flight teaehes. Under some circuirIs@nces,an unstable

aizplane mill fly quite well azadsafely..,

SUTely”of qUite a differeiltso~t fro~ the

which occurs in stalled fli”ght. In order

Such instability is

dangqxous condition

to arrive at a clear

conception of this difference, we m~st f oll.owan airplane in its

.

i;.

1-----



accelerated no%ion on a distuzbed patih. Fe must not confine

ourselves to imfinite~y small oscillations (in the imiiediatevi-

ciilityof equilib~ium conditions), but me mmt consider the

course of the whole longitudinal Klotionof an ai~~lane.

4. This consideration demands the integration of three mc-

tion formulas of flight wit”houtlateral motion. The problem is

generally very difficult mathematically, especially ~hen the ai~

powers are given only in empizical, not analytical, dependence

on the angle of attack. The integzatioi~ is homevez successful,

in a satisfactory and compreker.si’remanner 20Y all pzactical

needs, through the knowledge that the great fozces perpendicular

to the path cone into eigzilibriumconsiderably quickez than the

relatively siall forces operating ir.the dizection of the path.

bez of the

allgemeine

p.31+) and

l’Teclnisci-ml!lerichte”(EL i%chs and L. H@, “~ie

L&ngs-oe~~egiiag&es Flugzeugs~rl1st part. T.13.III, ..

gave a method of calculation, which however may =till

- weight com&onent-

Y
Tg . ● (1)

!

!
I

,

1
,

)
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I
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The equilibrium of the forces perpendicular to the flight

direction requires: centrifugal force = lift-weight component.

2vg= .1V2.F -Gcos”q. . . . . . (2)
g Ca ~g

It must here be e%j~es’sly emphasized tlnat p stands for the an-

gle of “flightwith the horizontal, The cha,ngingof the angle Q ,

with the consequent curving of the path of flight, is the re-- -

suit of distnmbing the forces perpendicular to the path. The

angle 6 (Fig. 3) formed by,tke airplane axis and the horizontal,

is composed of the climbing angle q and the angle of attack @

added together.

This angle (3

plays no ro~e

plane is only

balancing the

(3= (p+U . . . . ,,*,..*..>,,;*:*,,*%;,*,*(3)

gives the position of the airplane in space. It

in the equilibrium of forces for.which tke air-

a material point. It is the deciding factor in

rotation moments, which are entirely independent

of the di~a-+s”- ~+-*eJ-”..W*

The equilibrium

torsion acceleration

tor position s and

= - moment of head resistance due to eleva-

angle of ,attack @ - dampzng moment.

&!Z.~.....(4)~x&J__ m {s, a) v~ - n
.“ d+ 2 d%

The flight path bends unde~ the influence of the forces per&en-

dicular to it, the airplam pitches under the’influence of tine

r

!

1

I
,

moments, and the reaction of the air oh the aizplane in connec-

—. . . .. .. ‘
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ticm vith both.Vfiesemotions d.epeildsessentially

attack, that is, o-nthe ‘positionof the airplane

Oilthe mgle of

with reference

to the course follomed.. Only by changing the angle of attack

does ‘~heforce affect the position of the airplane in space and

the moment a;ffect

the disturbed-and

ac*er. The speed

the flight path. These ~elations i-m-partto

guid-ed-motion of the airplane its special ch~l-

changes only under the influence of the rela-

tively small forces occurring in equation (1) and this change

(when one refraiilsfrom direct interference with this equilibri-

um by starting or sto-p-pi-ngthe engirle)is far smaller and slower

thailthe change of the three angles 9, e and a.

the veztical forces are balanced, when consequently

of the -pathis small, can the speed acceleration or

Only wl~en

the curvatuze

d-iminution

play a decisive roll. Professor Fuchs awply demonstrated-this

with examples in the above-mentioned T.3. article.

5. If the motion of the airpla;fleis represented in a field

of the coordinates v, a, 0, the flight conditions, under

whic”nthe vertical forces are iilequ.ilibxiuu,mill be rejjresent-

ed.by a plane surface. The intersections of this plzne with dif-

ferent levels 6 = const. axe SJ1OW%Iin Fig. 4. It is a;pparent .

how small the d.epend-enceof this curve is oil 0 in the zealm of all

cliiiibsand-horizontal glides (20° ~ 9 >- 20°). Hence the level

rejjrese-ntaiio-nof the motion i-na

is the :.lost‘practical. Any point

‘~hxou.gha,nyki-ndof distuxbmce, ro-presei~tthe initial co-ndition

of an accelerated motion. This ~lotiollmill alvays be of such a

(v, a) sYstem of cool>di-nates

of the (v, 8, ~) space can,

—..



-thea.i5p2anemoves’in a plane psrper.-

the equili!mium plane of tilevertical.
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of the a~.rrlane~and consequently to the quantity 6> upon

which the angle of attack an”dtineair fo~ees essentially depend.

For this puxpose me must go more minutely into the equilibrium

of moments. The eq-iilibxiumof mafi.entswhich, according to

equatior.(4) is giveriby “

?2(Sja) = o . . , . ● . . ● ● ., . . (5)

elevator s. If the equilibrium is so clistwbed that the angle

of attack devi?.+.esf2Gfi -its eq.u.ili.-imiw%-ake; a Elofitentis cre-

ated, %hich, with static stability and increasing angle of attack,

presses the airplane CIOWZsimnger in ~vofit, or vice versa in

case of static inst~.biliiry.These well knoan relations do not

nked further cor.sidcratior:here~ as Fig. 5 retiestl~emplain. Top-

we till assume that the airplane spceclhas been lowered by some

disturbance to tke necessazy small value, but that the ankle of

attack has zetained its equilibrium va~ue. Then no moment is at

first ~reated and Yne position of the aizplane in space does no%

c’hange,but the flight pat-hcurves downwazd. Tineangle of attack

consequently increases. By this inczeaue a seconda~y moment is

generated which turns the stable air-~ane downward toward the

flight direction, but tuzns the unsta”oleairplane upward away from

the flight path.. l?cra stable ai~rplane,therefore, the angle of

attack increases slower than-for an unsta”~leoile. A rieu.tzalair-



plme is not turned at all by such a disturbance.. The turning

downvazd of”an airplane causes a con~tan% incxease in the angle

of attadc. The course of such a motion is shown in the said T.B.

article, For large angles of atttx%j entirely unexplored condi-

tions of notion enter in. If, however, the ai.~&laneis static-

ally stable, the airplane axis will be drawn noze strongly to-

ward the path of flight, as the attack~ng angle iaczeases~ anti

consequently a limit is soon set to this inczease. ForWnately,

within the range of the attacking angles which belong,to maxiuum

lift, all air planes are very stable: since the ‘tinningmOment

of the air foroes.on the ~;ingsvaries only slightly. The center

of pressure remains at the saae place when’the angh of attack

inczeases, and the wil.ueof the lift coefficient also varies but

W@ht’ly. The stabilizing influence of the tail unit, which,

under normal flig’ntcondiiions~ is Qartialkf or entirely elimhat-

d, has its full effect iii.stalled flight.

7. We do not need.therefore to place a very high value on

the dangex of the attacking angle$s automatically exceeding all

reasonable limits. Perhaps the present gener~.1safety df flight

could not have been attained if the wing B.onenta;hadnot had

this property. The actual danger in stalled flight lies only in

the course of the flight path itself.

In the quanti%tive C2Uloulation’witk reference to tke course

of the moments, we he~e iind again the above ~alitatively de-

termined behavior. The flight path sinks and curves constantly

I

—-—.——--- ..— -.—.—-- .-y-----.:- —— . . .
.,. .. ;,. . . .. .-, . .. ..... . . ---—JT--- --—,, ..... . .,. !1. ., ..;,.., :!. ;.’. , . . ..... . . ,, -..
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anything t.opzei-entit. ‘i!Msis shown by tinefollowing compari- /

sOh of two diffeven+ flight conditions of t’hesar.eairplane. [

c!
u = 4C0 “

which, fo~ 170 HP, co~responds

0,110 -F . . . . . . . . . (~) :

to aiiefficie:nc.yof about 6@

- The coefficients of lift and drag, in dependence on We zngle of ~

attack are contained in Fig. 6. From these data is obtained the ~

deterriiningvalue ~, shown in Fig. 7, for the bending of the (

1.4 a >
“1

so that I

1

(

of ihe tail-unit forces and the mown-t d the total air forces i

.,,-
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condition u = 12°. In the latter case, the curve mUSt be

down so far that it cuts the abscissa at a = 12°. The ef-

of the elevator is shown by simply changing the curve of the

moments upward for pushing, downward for pulling. In the folbv-

ing exmple a displacement of A!!!= f 1.5 Cum.q
is assumed f~z

push or.pull.

pressed in tile

.

In our example

The quantities occurring in equation (4) are ex-

follow ing manner:

Yjy
In=— = . . . . . . . . . . . ., . ● .,

Z?g Q
(7)

n= 0,0335 (kg Sa),

~~-eca~~~at ion is easily -~ad~. We proceed from a given

starting position andj for a definite interval, subtsact from

the angle of attack in Figs. 7 and 8 the avemgs values of the

quantities there represented. Equation (4) is then a linee.z-dif-

ferential equation, from which we take am.y the val?~.e$-”’ “

dg=?n T,_(_lnv. [-q)e -nv /J
-=

di *
● .*.. ,(9]

n n

indicates tll-einitial value in the interval under

consideration.

help of these

the further calculation. In larger intezvals me calculate accord-

ing to equation (1} the increment m decrement of the speed and

m ~~g,04 ‘7’.Also in

.
.- ~.-—,..,-..--yrr:~:,y..,TY-- ..-.-. -,-..--.> ,T—. ----. = -.-= ——.. .

,. ., .,.
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“ C?.(3solwing ~ ~ allowance is readily v,ade

the change of.speed. Still it plays no

as the speed variations axe small.

ir.the cal~mla.tionfor

~eat role there, as long

8. Figs. 9 and 10 show the course of the three angles C,

Pa and e in two casesj which clearly show the contra$t be-

tween nozmal and stalled flight. Yhe distu~ba.ncei-sthe same tn

botincases. The speed has fallen 3.45 mls below the value re-

!iuired‘bythe angle of attack and by the climbing angle. Tine

equi.libxiumconditions are:

Cas.eA .. a = 8.00 p= 4.~” p= 12.8° v= 28.2 KljS

Case 33. a = 12.0° $Q= ~olo $= 16.1°’ v=25.2mjs

Case A deals with the equi~ihri-umcondition corresponding tO the

steepest climb. In Case B, the climbing angle is n-etmuch less.

The uatinumof g runs vezy flat. it may hardly be assumed that

the pilot can feel wkether he is in the one orthe othez condi-

tion. The angle f3-between the hozizoatal and the ai~~lane axis

is in Case B rnnsiderabiy larger than in Case A, but it can be

concluded only from the bar~qa.m, ih-atthe climb is less steep.

When, through some disturbance, the speed in both cases

falls 3.45 mls, the first effect will be a downward curving of

the path, since the airplane is then in field 1 of Fig. 4. Fxom

Fig. ? it is evident that the curvature i; Case B is nuoh greater.

Therefore the stability is greater in @se B and the airplane is

turned quicker toward the flight path than in Case A. If the ele-

vatOr is not brought into play> the path quickly becones flatter
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in Case A, ‘but even after two seconds the curvature has become

quite Small$ while the flight path continues to climb. In ‘Case

B, the climbing angle becomes O in not quite one second, and

the flight patt4continues to curve downt?ard~ wk.en the airpxane

settles

there is

and with

sumed as

may

and begins to fall. If it is not higlhabove the eaxth~

great danger. At great heights the danger is not great

9. The real character of stalled flight “comessharply into

when we follow mathematically the result of changing the

position of the elevator in both cases. When the flight path

cur~ves downward, there is anatural impulse to VUII, that is,

to right the airplane. The elevator is al~l.ledso that a down-

ward force is exezted upon it v-aichraises the r-oseof the air-

plane. The pitching of tileairplwne affect> the apgle of attack

a~-dthus immediately the course of the air~laz?-e. ~he quantita-

tive relations may “be.gathezeafrom zke il~mzes. in ‘o~~ncases

the angles n and & are enlarged.by pulling, but the angle V>

upon which the flight course aione depends, varies.

In C&e A, the curvature becofileszero in s/4 second.. It

then curves upward and climbs steeper and steeper. ‘By the end

of two ‘secondsii reaches the original value of the climbing an-

gle, which it ~,tillthen considsra%ly exceed. If we.recall that

the initial condition in case A corzespoads to the steepest aon-

-1

1.

i

{..

I
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tinuous climb, it is therlevident Jrorfith-i.sexam~le how easily

~he above comparison of equilibrium conditions may lead to false

conclusions, The conclusionsithere&-awn correspond to perma-

nent conditions consequently only to the effect of a clxmge ir-

th.eposition of the ele~~atorafter the lapse of considerable

time, until a condition of equilibrium has beccne established.

Their tzansfer howeve~ to moijentaryconditions is false. For

the momentary effect of moving the elevator, which is the Question

in most ir-stmces, tYlezeis no ~~e~tioildf a reversal of the ef-

fect of the eleva:or. If the airplane, through pulling on the

elevatorj is reiioved from the equilibziu~ eofiditionof the steep-. .

est climb> or a some%at higkez angle of attacks then the flight

path goes still steeper than the e.nglecorresponding to tinecon-

dition of equilibrium. Tkc effect is Just what is expected

from the

The

He:vethe

natural feeling,

elevator produces quite a diffe~ent effect in Case B.

behavioz of v in pulling varies so little fzom its be-

elevator, but the flight path does not go wiitkit. The diminu-

tion of %, corresponding to the increase in the an-gle of attack

according to Pig. 7, is in this case fully offset by tie siialler

climbing of the spesxi in pu.llkng. If the -pilot allcl?S himselfj

through the failure of a Iigkt pull, to be influenced to give a

stronger pull, then the angle cf attack .becornes still greater

,
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ward.. The speed

) again. ‘Men the

speed vaxiatiorrs

_ 3fj

wi.il no longer

catasizophe is

increase “and

unavoidable.

finally it will sink

Fig. 11 slio~sthe

in all R@ calculated eases.

Alongside the effect of pulling, there is shown in Figs, 9

to 11 the effect of ~~Sh$Lng. in Case A this is of “v-ofurthez

interest. In Case E it

1 dowawaxd curving of the

, a correspondinglyz+id

consists, on the one h=’d~ of a Greater

f~i h+ pat-n~nd,.~ ‘ on the other &.nd, of

increa& of speed. Aftez only tyo sec-

~ onds~ the latter is so gteat that the character of the distuxb-
I . .

ante approaches Case Aj so that consequently through fur”%her
. .

then pullr’must be the instructions for a pilot w~o desires to

get out of the sta12e& flight condition, “Therighting of the
.-

“ flight path, ir~the case of stalled fligb.t,is’not to be at.tain-
.>

ed through the %uick balancing of tks vertical-forces as in

or u~a”avorable‘manner. First of all, it is clear that distnnb-
1

antes of the sa?ii
1

)
tk.te immediately

zection of flight

kind are harmless, vh& it is possible to irli-

the balancing of:.theforces acting in the di-

4e.n~‘uMm accordingly %s speed can ‘be.inStant-

I

,>-,

,,

:.

,,

-.
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ly incr~aeed throagh increased en~ine power. This is esjjecia3.ly

true if tlfiedisturbance occurs in gliding fliglhtwhen the whole

engine power is available as reserve powez, Also in the case of

great”reseme power on
.

t-he ground (12e-nceon ai~~lan.e wit% g~eat

climbing ability) the danger is diminis&d~ sincre,they climb

very steeply near ike ground- ;Xitha Iazge atiac-khg aY@.ee

The initial value of v is consequently large and heoce does not

becone negative so soon. It iS longer befoze We flight path

In gliding flight the stalled flight condition is th~xefore

less likely to occur, since the deciding curve on the (v, ~)

plane (Fig. 4) ~~plies tO smaller speeds (with bnegative S} than
.

in climbing. It is tzne morecvex t“nata smallez a-c.gieof attac!<

steepest cl’irnb.

11. The construction of tileairplane may exer% an influence

are meassres which

Sec?ondlyj-th,ereare

‘TM inceptionStiilee

on stalled fligh% in two ways: First, there

hinde~ the incejjtionof sialle’dffligh%,and

measures which facilitate emerging from %I:e

becomes more (iiffi.cultthe ,furtherthe

flig?.?.tdiffers from the speed,at which

cal.forces is n~ longer possible. m~~de

minimum speed of ncrmal

eqv.ilibniiimof the verti-

iiifferencebetween the”.two
.-.,~- ..

,. spqed values is however proportional to the difference 6 “cat , .
J

and is,consequently, for the given surface loading, influenced

‘. .. .

. .

.
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spad III 6 Ce,= 0,23

FchKer ID5(? ~ = 0..3.?.:.-.

, ........i .-, . ... . . .. . .. . .,,, ... .! .,’,’.. ,.. -

-“1 .
c+ so” occurs in ‘l-‘;Je din ens 3-ens o f m -a ctme.-Z ai zp lap. e seem improb-

The

steepest

sistarlce

statements of ailair~kne pilot> accordlzg to which the Fokker

;’

i.

I,,,.



DVII is stalled wiit:difficulty, but, on ths contmry~ the Fcklcer

● inution is

loading is

surface loadir-gtherefore has a favorable izzfluenceip-this re-

spect.

12. In sialleciflight all influences’mwt be mgazded as fa~---

orablc which hinder the pi-:chin.gof the flight ~ath ~iid conse-

quently lowez the value of %, and likewise all influe-nces

~jhic-hfacilitate the pitc7hi~.g o? the airiolar~e, 3s~sci2.lly 13y

pUShing and consequently raise the value of “-de~~ “

If we desi.%ate by 6V the loss of speed on accci&t of &.

disturhaace,
.

w“enay then give equation (2) the fcru:

The absolute value of the speed does no% therefore.influence the

ULJ

gieatez for swift airplanes. Here also iarge su~face

favorable, si-nce{other thi-ngsbetng equal) We speed
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-&O
r

G so that on the right side (10”)the fac-
% F’

remains &ad consequently the speed diminisl.es

“moregradually for large m.uface loading.

Fig. 8 and equation 9 show the different influence on the

pitching of tlieaizpl.ans. Static st.~.bilityfacilitates (in cm-

nection with the hers deciding disturbances) the effect of pl~sh-

ing, while static instability facilitates the effect of pulling.

@r~seq.uentlystatic stability is an ads-antage. %ill~ this ad-

vantage is ‘netvery inportant for the construction, since in

this particul-axfield of stalled flight all airplanes are stable.

The size of the tail unit has no influence on the quantity ~ in

equation (9), w hich is the Most Mpoztant for pitching the air-

~Olane,but the I,engtbof the fuselage WH, by which the damwing

is determined, appears in the denominator. The greater jjH,

the greatex the d~~ing and the sfi~alle~the pitching speed. Con-

sequently a great len=ti.kof fuselage exerts an uznfavomble influ-

.Xr
l~encelarge slow aizplanes are less favorable in this ze-

3.
spect tlwn snail swift ones. The i-nfluenceof the moment of mo-

mentum comes i-ntoplay on-lyirJthe expcme:n%of t&.e e func%ion

in equa,tion(9). The pitching is hindered more “oya large moment

of inertia. The insensibility of the fliglhtpath tO elevator im-

pulses is cormecteclwith the fact that in every disturbance of

the kind we have ccnsid~red, the angle of attack passes quickly
&~

into the field where ~j~ is very s:mall= Only the aiz~lane is

I

it

,,

i’,

i
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pitched by the elevatoz and tkus the

First, through the dependence of the

attacking angle is affected:

angle q on @ is an effect

on the flight path possible. The quantity $: is howevez pro-

rleaeureiifleiltsof speeds and angles

ed.in co-nnectionwith theoretical

make them fruitful.

are requir-

order to

Translated by the Natiunal l.dz-i~oryComnittee for Aeronautics.
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